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EIK ENGINEERING
Your trusted Equipment & Attachments Specialist

A Lovely Night With PAJPBM

An amazing night
on 16th January
2016, where the 24th
PAJPBM (Malaysia
Heavy Construction
Equipment Owners’
Association) dinner
took place in HGH Convention Centre in Kuala Lumpur.
We would like to congratulate PAJPBM for organizing
the event successfully. EIK Engineering is truly honored
to be part of the event and we are delighted to be the
main sponsor for 4 consecutive years. Annual Dinner

Trail of Monster
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Gigantic Long Boom Caught in Action!

Here comes the big news of the month - We are
Being the leader in the heavy machinery industry, we
have also received multiple awards during that night as
a recognition for being a progressive company. The
recognition allow us to challenge ourselves to the next
level and to strive to maintain as the leading company
within the industry.

extremely excited to share the big ongoing project in
our factory at the moment! A hint for our dearest
readers: Receiving the order from our customer has
officially open up a new page in EIK success stories!

Fun in CNY!, Fun in EIK Office!

Every member of EIK is seen
enjoying and immersed themselves
in the process of decorating the
office in conjunction with Chinese
New Year. Everyone demonstrate
their creativities.

Having a dynamic team who can work and have fun
at the same time is something which we are always
proud of. The teamwork we have is the main key on
how we can work together to meet tight delivery
schedules at all times. Regardless of culture or race,
but once we stepped into EIK, we are one team. All
for one. One for all.
www.eikengineering.com

Feel free to give a guess on the exact length and
excavator model of this long reach. In contrast to a
typical human standing next to it, the boom certainly
appear to be gigantic in comparison, which is a fact
indeed.
Our team is excited and proud to be given another
opportunity by our customer to design and build
another gigantic size boom. Fret not, we will definitely
share the machine model for the “Gigantic Long
Reach” with our beloved readers once the production
is completed. Stay tuned!
WE BUILD WITH PRIDE,
YOU USE WITH TRUST.

